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The lower part of the rule curve that guides water level regulation on Rainy Lake will be

targeted until further notice, according to the Water Levels Committee of the

International Rainy-Lake of the Woods Watershed Board.

Recent rainfall has increased the rate of water flow into Rainy Lake which is now in the

upper-normal range for mid-June. The website at

http://www.lwcb.ca/pdf/RainyLakeGraph2015.06.15.pdf

(http://www.lwcb.ca/pdf/RainyLakeGraph2015.06.15.pdf) provides lake level
information on Rainy Lake.
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On Monday, the board directed the companies operate the International Falls-Fort

Frances dam to target the lower portion of the rule curve level for Rainy Lake by July 1,

and to continue targeting the Lower Rule Curve until further notice, it said in a news

release. The dam is operated by Boise Paper and H2O Power LP.

The rule curves are the target range of lake levels established by the International Joint

Commission in 2000 to best balance the many interests in the system, states the board

in its release.

Under normal circumstances, the dam owners are responsible for adjusting flows

through the dam to target the middle portion of the rule curve range. The decision to

target the lower rule curve was made in order to reduce the risk of having the lake

exceed the top of the rule curve range.

While there is no indication of increased risk of high water conditions based on current

conditions and forecasts, additional caution is being exercised due to the temporary

closing of two of the 15 spill gates at the dam for refurbishment and the fact that June

and July are statistically the months with the greatest rainfall.

However, should extremely high inflows develop, the possibility remains of the lake

rising above the rule curve range due to the physical limits on outflow from Rainy Lake.

The lower rule curve target water level is 4.9 inches, or 12.5 centimeters, lower than the

middle of the rule curve range.
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